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The AIBE is
a market research body that hosts an annual
Summit, featuring a wide array of technological
exhibitions and a lineup of the most prominent
speakers touching on the key concerns of Artiﬁcial
Intelligence.
Our aim is to facilitate discourse on the implications
of AI by freely publishing our ﬁndings and keeping
AIBE attendance aﬀordable for students.
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The AIBE Network
Academic Partners

Founding Partners
Speakers

Exhibitions

Strategic Partners
and more…
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Inaugural AIBE Summit
Key Data:
20%

Background of Attendees

Students*
Founders
Professionals

5%

75%

February 4th, 2017 @ the Queen Elizabeth II Centre, Westminster

AIBE’s Mission: Making AI accessible

Proﬁle of Non-Student Attendees
13% 4%
Research
26%
Senior Management
Finance
26%
Consulting
Tech
13%
Founder
17%
Area of Study for Student Attendees

32%

Topics included:
“From User Experience to Human Experience” - by IBM
“Democratisation of AI” - by Microsoft
“The Progress of AI – HAL 9000 in near sight?” - by Imperial College London

* Majority of attendees were also final year
university students ready to enter the job market

Degree in CS/Engineering
Non-CS/Engineering

68%
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2018 Summit: Prospectus
February
4th 2018

14
Speakers

30
Exhibitions

800
Attendees

For the 2018 AIBE Summit, we plan to renew our
Founding Partnerships and extend our network to an
even greater range of partners.
So far, we have extended our network of
partnerships to the likes of Microsoft, Accenture,
ForbesTechnology Council, Department of Business,
Energy, Oxford Internet Institute & Industrial
Strategy, Entrepreneur First, AlgoDynamix among
others.
Accurate as of 23 November 2017
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Collaboration Opportunities
Speakers:
We are looking for distinguished professionals and academics in the area
of artificial intelligence to talk at the Summit. Each speaker slot will be 25
minutes long and will be accompanied by audiovisual material.

Exhibition:
We are looking for businesses and startups who use artificial intelligence to
attend the Summit and showcase their products. This can take the form of
software and/or hardware demonstrations.

Sponsors:
We are looking for companies and organisations to support our initiative and
invest in the future. This will be a unique opportunity to reach hundreds of
students, academics, and professionals at the Summit, as well as thousands of
other people via our online media channels.
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Looking Ahead
AIBE Strategy: Beyond the Summit
Educational institution: AIBE
runs free beginner’s coding
courses (AIBExCS50) on
university campuses around
the UK

Media outlet: AIBE
increases its output on our
website and various social
media platforms as an
aggregator of AI-centric news,
as well as a producer of
original content

* The Golden Triangle Universities refer to the universities located
in the English cities of Cambridge, London and Oxford

Startup incubator:
AIBE links its
entrepreneurial partners,
followers and alumni with the
likes of Seedcamp and
Entrepreneur First to facilitate
the early-stage development
of entrepreneurial
ventures

Employment pipeline: AIBE
channels the Golden Triangle
students that make up our
alumni and followers (prime
human capital) to its network
of partners
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AIBE Leadership

Beatrice Hardy
Vice President

MSc in Management, LSE’18
BEng (Hons) in Chemical Engineering,
University of Edinburgh’16
Recent work experience:
Strategy Consultant @ Bow & Arrow,
worked on market entry strategy for
Dow Jones’ new product ‘DNA’.

Felix Farley
President
BSc (Hons) in Government, LSE’19
Recent work experience:
Blockchain Analyst @ Power
Ledger, worked on the first Initial
Coin Offering in Australian history.

Mark Lindberg
Vice President
Global MSc in Management, LSE’19
BA (Hons) in Chinese Studies,
Durham University’16
Recent work experience:
Project Manager @ China-Britain AI
Summit, providing UK and Chinese AI
companies a platform for their respective
market entries and fundraising.
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Thank you for your time

Scan the QR Code to
access our website

Now, the future of AI awaits

If you are interested in working with us in any capacity, or have any
queries or suggestions, please do not hesitate to contact us. We look
forward to working with you in the months ahead. Please contact us at
contact@aibesummit.com.

Visit our website (www.aibesummit.com) to ﬁnd out more about the 2017 Summit
and ﬁnd us on Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/aibesummit/) for the latest
updates on the 2018 Summit.

z

Scan the QR Code to
access our FB Page

